Due to the limited transmission power, the data transmission between the unmanned aerial vehicle and the ground station often needs the synergetic forwarding. The optimization of the synergetic forwarding organization is important to the performance of the unmanned aerial vehicle communication networks. This paper aims to optimize the energy cost using the synergetic forwarding mode in the unmanned aerial vehicle communication networks. To reduce the expensive information exchange and improve the robust of the network, we put forward an energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach using game based intelligent algorithm. The theoretic analysis and simulation results verify that the put forward method could achieve optimal energy cost communication organization.
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Mathematical Problems in Engineering on a single base station's movement optimization; it is not a multiuser network. In [15] , a power consumption optimal synergetic forwarding scheme was put forward to improve the system's lifetime by Li et al.; nevertheless, the research in [14] mainly focuses on single UAV's movement design, not for the UAV communication network. The approach proposed in [15] is a centralized one, not the focused point in our work. Due to the UAV's high dynamism, the centralized optimization approach would not be capable of dealing with the topology change and information exchange problems. To the best of our knowledge, the energy cost improvement issue in the UAV communication network has not been well solved in existing works.
In this paper, we aim to study the energy cost improvement issue in the UAV communication network. We put forward an energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach to achieve the optimal solution to the UAV communication networks energy optimization issue. The theoretic analysis is presented by modeling this problem as a game [16] . The experiments are carried out to verify the theoretic result and the performance of proposed intelligent learning algorithm.
Network Model and Problem Formulation
A scenario where UAV communication networks are supported by the ground communication station system [5] is shown in Figure 1 . The UAV communication networks consist of common UAVs (CUAVs) and forwarding UAVs (FUAVs). Usually, the CUAVs' communication would be limited by their energy; it is hard for CUAVs to communicate with the grand stations directly. The FUAVs are usually the ones supported by fuel, which have the ability to communicate with the ground stations directly. In the UAV communication networks, the FUAVs would work as the forwarding node for the CUAVs. With different ground stations and different FUAVs' communication devices, the link bandwidths would also be different. As shown in the scenario in Figure 1 , the bandwidths of FUAVs might be 6 MHz, 15 MHz, 20 MHz, and so on.
Note that the topology of the UAV communication network is varying all the time. As shown in Figure 1 , the CUAVs, FUAVs, and the mobile ground stations are all moving. The dynamic topology is the character of the UAV communication networks, and the distances between CUAVs and FUAVs vary. As a result, the transmission powers cost for the communication would also change to meet the required data transmission quality. The selection of FUAV to forward the data would be critical for the CUAVs' energy cost. The following attributes have important effect on the energy cost: the distance to FUAV, the transmission channel quality, and the bandwidth. As shown in Figure 1 , CUAV1 could select one of the four FUAVs as the communication forwarding node to the ground station system. The selection would be determined by the expected energy cost. Define Π = {1, 2, . . . , } and Π = {1, 2, . . . , } as the set of FUAVs and CUAVs. Define = { 1 , 2 , . . . , } as the bandwidths vector. The bandwidth allocation between CUAVs could be designed by different scheme; it is assumed that the bandwidth would be equally allocated by the connected CUAVs in this paper for the simplification. The CUAVs' selection of forwarding node would be decided by the CUAVs' traffic requirement and the distance to the FUAVs.
Based on the Shannon theory, assuming that selects as the forwarding node, the achieved data transmission rate would be
) ,
where 0 is the noise power spectrum density, , is the distance between and , , is the path-loss exponent between and , and , is the instantaneous random component of the path loss. Then, the energy cost (EC) of would be
where |Ω | is the number of CUAVs selected as the forwarding node.
It should be noted that, in the UAV communication networks, the best forwarding node selection would be not only affected by some CUAV itself, but also determined by other UAVs' selection. With the whole UAV communication networks, the goal is that the sum of the energy cost is minimized:
that is,
The main challenges of this problem are as follows: first, the optimization for the forwarding node allocation in UAV communication networks is the combinational optimization issue. The searching approach could achieve the best combination, but the computing complex would increase fast when the UAV network increases. The possible combination would be 7 35 = 3.79 × 10 29 in relatively small 35 common UAV and 7 forwarding UAV communication networks. With the genetic algorithm, ant colony algorithm, and the like, the performance of the optimization could not be guaranteed. Second, the information exchange required by the centralized optimization approach would not be practical, for the limited communication capability and the limited time. Third, the dynamism of the UAV communication network brings serious problem to the centralized optimization, including the dynamism of topology and the dynamism of environment. In the following sections, we solve this problem based on the game theory, which could achieve the optimal state of the network without the centralized optimization.
The Energy Cost Orient Forwarding Allocation Approach
In this section, we put forward an energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach (ECOFAA) to optimize the Mathematical Problems in Engineering energy cost optimization of UAV communication network. The allocation approach is shown in Figure 2 . In the approach in Figure 2 , the parameter > 0 plays the role of adjusting with the change of environment. Note that the probabilistic selection scheme [17] is adopted to avoid the suboptimal trap problem in best-response algorithm [18] and the like. Remark 1. The put forward energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach is a distributed method rather than a centralized one. All the UAVs make their action decision by themselves rather than by some control center. This is important to the practicability of the approach in the dynamic environment that the UAV communication network faces.
Theorem 2.
The put forward energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach would achieve the minimal energy cost and stable network state.
Proof. With the UAV communication network shown in Figure 1 , when the UAVs adopt the action updating strategies as the put forward approach, the system could be seen as a game model as follows, and each CUAV could be seen as a player in the game. Define the energy cost orient forwarding allocation (ECOFA) game as follows:
where Ψ is the topology relationship of the UAV communication networks, among which , ⊂ Ψ is the communication distance between and . could communicate with if , = 1; otherwise,
is the action profiles of all the nodes, where ⊗ is the Cartesian product and is the possible actions of . Define 's action as ∈ . is the utility function of . ( , − ) would be 's utility when 's action is and other players' action is − .
is the set of CUAVs:
In the put forward ECOFA game, inspired by the synergy design in networks [18] [19] [20] , 's utility function would be as follows:
According to potential game theory [19] , define the potential function of the ECOFA game as follows: Assume that updates its action from to ∧ and other UAVs hold their actions; based on the definition of , the change of the potential function would be computed as follows:
According to analysis [19] , the put forward ECOFA game is an exact potential game. Then, it has at least one pure strategy NE point, and the optimal state of potential function in the ECOFA game would be a Nash equilibrium point. According to the design of the potential function, the optimal energy cost network state would also be a Nash equilibrium point of the ECOFA game. With the network state transmission in the put forward approach, suppose = ( ) as the 's action in the th iteration in the put forward approach. Define Ω( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( ), . . . , ( )) as the network state, which is a discrete time Markov process with a unique stationary distribution [20] . Define the unique stationary distribution of CUAVs' strategy profile as a = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, which would be given by the following:
where Γ(a) is the potential function of the game. = 1 ⊗ 2 ⊗ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⊗ is the set of strategies of all the UAVs. Define Ω( + 1) = a 2 , Ω( ) = a 1 . Define the transition probability from state a 1 to a 2 as a 1 ,a 2 , the transition probability from state a 2 to a 1 as a 2 ,a 1 . Supposing a CUAV updating the FUAV chosen from ( ) = ( ) to ∧ ( + 1) = ∧ ( + 1), then the UAV communication network state would be changed from a 1 to a 2 , that is, from Ω( ) = ( 1 ( ), 2 ( ), . . . , ( ), . . . , ( )) to Ω( +1) = ( 1 ( +1), 2 ( + 1), . . . , ∧ ( + 1), . . . , ( + 1)). With the UAV communication network consisting of CUAVs, the probability of updating its forwarding FUAV would be 1/ . Then,
Similarly,
According to the character of the exactly potential game, we have
Then we have
Thus,
As a result,
Based on the analysis in [20] , the put forward approach has the stationary distribution. Define that a # is the CSUVs' forwarding choosing selection in the optimal energy cost network state; then
According to the analysis above, the put forward approach would converge to a unique stationary distribution (a) = exp{ Γ(a)}/ ∑ a∈ exp{ Γ(a)}. When → ∞, exp{ Γ(a # )} ≫ exp{ Γ(a)}, ∀a ∈ { \ a # }. The probability of achieving best energy cost network state a # will be
The above result shows that the put forward intelligent learning approach would converge to the optimal energy cost state of the UAV communication network. In addition, the state would be stable since it is a Nash equilibrium point where none of the players would like to change its strategy. Hence, the theorem is proved.
The above analysis proves that the put forward approach would converge to the optimal network state. Importantly, the proposed approach is an online method which could adjust the UAVs' strategies according to the change of the environment, the change of the topology, and so on. In all, the proposed approach is a distributed and online optimization method which is suitable to the dynamic UAV communication network.
Numeric Results and Discussion
To verify the performance of put forward energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach (ECOFAA), the comparison between the ECOFAA and some existing algorithms have been carried out. The simulation is done by Matlab. The simulation parameters are depicted in Table 1 and Figure 3 .
The parameter setting in the simulation is not specialized. The parameters such as number of CUAVs, number of FUAVs, the communication data rate, the bandwidths of FUAVs, the noise power, and the path-loss exponent could all be changed. The parameter setting is not sensitive to the proposed approach.
The simulation results on the energy cost have been shown in Figure 4 . To show the details of the course in the put forward ECOFAA approach, the energy cost of three randomly chosen CUAVs are observed. As shown in Figure 4 , all of the three CUAVs' energy costs converge to a stable value at last, which proves that the CUAVs' forwarding selection actions would not vary again after the proposed ECOFAA converges. It should be noted that other CUAVs forwarding selection could directly or indirectly affect some CUAV's EC in the UAV communication network, so the energy cost of the observed CUAVs would not be stable during the updating. To verify the proposed approach in an average aspect, 1500 independent simulating experiments have been carried out, and the average numeric result has been shown. It could be seen that the put forward ECOFAA outperformed the best-response learning algorithm [18] when the learning converges. The proposed ECOFAA achieves lower energy cost. The best-response learning algorithm would converge faster than the proposed ECOFAA, but the total energy cost would be higher. That means the best-response learning algorithm could not achieve the best FUAV forwarding allocation state for the UAV communication network. At the beginning, the forwarding UAVs are randomly allocated, and the total energy cost of the whole UAV communication network would be relatively high. After the forwarding UAV selection updating by the proposed ECOFAA, the total energy cost of the network would be reduced obviously. Importantly, the total energy cost would not vary after the proposed method converges. The simulation result of energy cost converging verifies that proposed FUAV allocation approach would be stable.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied on the UAV communication networks energy optimization issue, which is critical to the whole UAV network. We put forward an energy cost orient forwarding allocation approach to achieve the optimal solution to the UAV communication networks energy optimization issue. The theoretic analysis and simulation results show that the UAV communication network's forwarding allocation would be stable and energy cost would be optimal after the proposed intelligent learning course.
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